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Standard reserving techniques of squitring the triangle are difficult. 
or impossible to apply to a portfolio of assumed reinsurance. A 
portfolio uf assumed reinsurance is typically comprised of very 
dissimilar risks. This paper outlines a method to reserve at the 
individual contract level as a means to develop a reserve for the 
entire portfolio. The method also yenerates an aggregate loss 
distribution for each contract, and through a Monte Carlo simulation, 
dn aygreyate loss distribution for. the portfolio. 
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easier to explain tn non-act:.uarial pro.Fe5sionalr-i, including 

management, underwriting and claims. ~Pricin~~ and re!5ierving are no 

1 onger myrstor i ou5. Ekrce thaw? disci pl i ne!; undare~t:,arrd the mudal , their 

howl edge and expert i se can be systemati c11 1 y i nearporated into thE 

price and reserve. “This CI?SUY”E?S that t.he actuary receives v&t:1 id and 

relevant feedback and that the under-writer can bc comfoY’ta1‘bIe using 

the results. This interaction among disciplines, moreover, fc:~ccs the 

actuary to understand the practice of reinsurance pricing in addition 

to its theory. 

Second, given the amount of data us~tall y avai Lab1.e to price a treaty, 

parameterizing. a continuous PDF may not be paeeible, Pricing a 

reinsurance treaty is a very subjective exercise. It is not always 

possible to perform a detailed actuarial analysis. Indeed, many times 

it is a gut call on the part of ths underwritG?r. The diecrete PDF 

allows the underwriter to put his subjectivity down on paper. Once on 

peper, it is easier to test the assumptions for reasonableness and to 

ensure consistency between contracts and from year to year. 

Thirb, each value of the variables can represent a different, fairly 

independent set of assumptionslincluding di+farent approaches to 

estimating these val~resf regarding the underlyiny business and the 

economic conditions. As such, using a discrete PDF is a systematic 

way to explicitly recognize these diqferent assumptions. In contrast, 

fitting a continuous PDF implicitly implies a single set of 

assumptions, which may not be sufficient to predict the full range of 

posei bl e outcomes. Although multiple continunurj PDF% could be used, 
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any procedure usi.ng more khan one PDF can qui~lkly become unruly. 0 

mu1 ti pl e PDF approach i c.5 still. zjubjective; either in the choice of the 

,Form of the FW to he used or in assigning probabilities to each ‘one. 

The increa~jcd complexity involved with using multiple continuous PDF5 

may not:, be warranted by any increase in accurary. 

Fourth , a discrete, subjective PDF can be used far those contracts 

which are expected to bc “loss free,” e.g., high excess of loss 

contracts +or- which the probability o,f loss is very small. For P high 

cxces5 cont.ract , t.he underwri l:er may expect a loss only once every 100 

years, i .r. y corresponding to a probability nf loss of 1%. As long as 

the underwri’tor can quantify his subjective evaluatian of lose 

potential, a PDF can be created. For these hi,gh excess contracts, the 

frequency of loss ig the difficult variable to es,t:imate. The average 

severity is typically arjsumed to be distributed uniformly across the 

layer, i.e., all sizes of loss to the contract, if a loss occurs, are 

equally likely. 

Although this paper uses a discrete, subjective PDF, the approach in 

equally applicable tu use of a contfnursusr PDF. For a di ekcum~i on of 

pricing/reserving of excess of 1.0~s treaties using a continuous PDF, 

see Patrick and JohnE43 and the discussion of their paper by 

MiccolisKSl. 

Once the discrete PDFs Cor the average severity and the frequency are 

developed , it is possible to calculate the discrete PDF for the PCU. 

Multiplying each average severity by each frequency yields a matrix of 
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sixteen estimates for the HCU. Multiplying the probability of each 

average severity by the probability of each frequency yields a sixteen 

point matrix of probabilities. These two matrices farm the discrete 

FDF for the FCU. 

Given a F'DF of the HCU, we can analyze the impact of the treaty's 

terms on the expected losses in a systematic way which would be 

impossible if we had developed only a single point estimate for the 

BCU. For example, there are treaty terms that directly affect the 

expected losses rather than the rate. One example is an Annual 

Aggregate DeductibletAAD) where the reinsured pay% the losses up to 

the amount of the AAD(these loesie~~ would, without the AAD, be subject 

to the treaty) and the reinsurer pays only the Losses that exceed the 

AAD. Another example is an annual aggregate cap on the amount the 

reinsurer will pay. The reinsurer will pay lasses only up to the 

value of the cap and the reinsured will pay all losses over the top af 

the cap. The reinsured is, in effect, praviding an aggregate stop- 

loss treaty to its reinsurer. 

Depending on the shape of the PDF, the AAD or the loss cap can have a 

significant or minimal effect on the expected lasses. Exhibit 1 shows 

a simplified version of the pricing worksheet in use at my company. 

The matrix labelled "IJnlimited Hurniny Cost at Ultimate" is the 

discrete PDF before the application of A 5% AAD. The matrix labelled 

"Limited Burning Cost at Ultimate" is the PDF after the application of 

the AAD. The expected BCU without an AAD is 5%. The expected BCU 

with the AAD is 0.8%. Thus, although the AAD equals the expected 



1055er, before application of the AAD, the expected lossecj after the 

AAD is greater than zero. This is not an uncommon outcome and one 

which would be difficult t.o assessi without the PDF. 

Once a PDF for a contract is developed, it is possible to calculate 

the various momer3t.s of the distribution and, in particular, the 

expected value of the IEICLJ. Once the expected BCLJ is calculated, the 

reserve can be calculated as the difference between the expected BCU 

and the i ncepti on-ta-date paid 1 osees. In addition, the re5erve can 

be calculated at any, say the 99%, conqidence level. By calculating 

reserves at various confidence levels, a meaningful range around the 

expected value can be developed. By calculating the reserve at the 5% 

and 95% confidence l.evel.s, .Far example, a range can be established for 

the reserves such that there is only a 10% probability t.hat the actual 

reserve will. fall outside this range. 

For a portfol.io of contracts, it. is porjsible to calculate the reserve 

by summing the expected valuerj of each of the individual contracts. 

This is not ,t:he s~t:.rengt.h of F’DF approach, however, since this would be 

true even i,f on1.y 8 !xi.ngle expected value .for each contract were 

calculated. The strongtl-1 04 creating a PDF for each contract i.s that 

it. provides a me;An:z to develop a PDF of the BCU of the partfol in. 

W ; t h a I:) or t, + c) 1 :i, c) PDF 1 it iej porssible to calc::ulate a meaningful range 

around 'the cspected. Typically, when using aggregate data, an 
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arbitrary range is as’cabl ieihed arc)uncl the c:x[.)ctc::ted val.uc? by c:reat.:i.ng a 

low and high indication which re+lec:2: a l.e55 (3r more czever-c BeI: ni 

assumpti ens, respecti vc1.y. tJn.1:ortt.lnat.f~l. y, it. i 5 :i. mpcx5i b :I E! to atisi gn 

a probabi 1 ity to that rerlget or mor(i! importantly, 62 p~-CItI<3tJi 1 i ty tr0 

exceeding the high end of the range, 

The portfolio IF’W is developed by running a Monte Car-1.u simcr:lati.on 

across al 1 treat.i OS in the port.f o:L i c). Another advantage to using a 

discrete F’DF is the ease and speed of running a simulation. It is not 

necessary to calculate t,he inverse of the intt?gral of: t.he PDF, which 

for many cantinuous distributions is impossible to do in closed -form, 

nor is it necessary to construct, the n--fold convolution of t.he 

severity and frequency distributions, nor to sel.ect individual cJ.aim 

amounts for ,t:he selected number of claims(in effect running two 

simulations: one for frequency and one for severity). In additian, it 

is a fairly straightforward c:alc:uiatir:~n and can be programmed in Lotcts 

l-2-3. 

To run the simulation, it. is necessary to cronstruct the Ci.~mul ativs 

Distribution FunctionCCDF:). The CDF is calculated by first sorting 
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t.he sixteen astimates of the? B(,LJ ~,KI a%c.rPrIdi ng order I The CDF is then: 

i 

“; := prob (x~::=BCU;) r.2 E prob (XzBClJj ) 
j:J 

where x is the act.t.~al FrCU. 

Dnce the CDF F is developed, the si mu1 at i on proceeds as $011 ows: 

1. For each contract, generate a random number(r) between 0 and 

1. 

2. For the VII.LE in (1) , seleczt t.he BClJ x~ch that F(BCU;) = r. 

3. Multiply the BClJ from (2) by the subject premium for the 

treaty to generate dollars of expected loss. 

4. FIdd the result from (3) tu a running total for this 

iteration. 

5. Repeat (1) - (4) fw al 1 t.r~?~3’tie~j in the port,fol iu. 

Exhibit II shows the input for the simulation of: <.A portfolio of seven 

corit.ract:.sj Three c.ortt,rac tc represerlt a real., albci t smal I., portf ul io 

for w1i.i. ch cxtr company establ i &~es a separate reTierve. The block of 

diska f~:)r c::ac:h treaty i.c; aut.omati. cal. 1. y rreated wherl t.he pricing model. 

i 5 run . ‘Thcz s~~zoiitrl rc:Iw 1. 5 the ~c.~nic~l ati. ve di.5tri.b~~tictn CJ+ the BClJ5 
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shown in row three. Row one is the CDF o+fset by one IKU. This row 

is needed so that the Lotus macro selects the correct IX2.I '-I" this 

compensates for how Lotus selects values when looking up values in a 

data table. 

Exhibit IIT shows the results of a single iteration of the simulation. 

The incurred amount equals the subject premium times the reinsurer's 

share times the selected BCU. As a check on the simulation, the 

expected value for each contract is calculated as the product of the 

expected average severity times the expected number of claims times 

the reinsurer's share. The sum of these expecteds is then compared to 

the average incurred produced by the iCrOO simulations. The difference 

is less than 0.5%. The actual Lotus macro is shown at the bottom of 

this exhibit. 

Exhibit IV shows the distribution of 1000 iterations around the 

average incurred amount. Exhibit V is a graph of the PDF for the 

portfolio based on these 1000 simulations. 

Exhibit VI shows the incurred amounts at various confitjencs Kevc1.e. 

The expected los~iec ,for this. portfolio are $14.5 million. I ,f WC? 

assume that the inception-to-date paid losses are 84 miLlion, then 

the reserve based on the expected loscses is S10.5 million. From this 

exhibit, a confidence interval can be established around the expected 

incurred. For example, to establish a 907. confidence interval. around 

the expected incurred, select the lower limit at $13 million, 

corresponding to the 5% level, and the upper limit at $16.5 mil.lion, 
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corresponding to the 95% level. This will correspond to a reserve 

range of $9 mi 1.1 ion to $12.5 mi I I ion. 

RF’PLTCAT ION OF MODEL TO OTHER RESERVES _,-_ __,_,__-___ - _,._.....--,.__-. --.__-_ -_._. - .-,-. ---.- -... _-- .--- 

‘There are re!serves other than lose, & 1-M reserve that a reinsurer must 

est ah I. i sh . Morjt. of these reserve5 are sensitive to t.he level. of 

l.OSEieS. ns such, this method can be used .for establishing these 

re5erves. 

Retrospectively Rated Contracts ____- --__ .--_-- .-_. _._ .__- ----.--_--,----- 

Many t-einsurance contracts are retrospectively rated instead of 

prospectively rated. Retro!spec:ti vel y rated contracts are common1 y 

referred to as swing-rated contracts;. The rate for a swing-rated 

contract is a function nf .the losses subject to a prospectively agreed 

upon mini mum and ma:.: i mum. The typical formula is 

Rate - Luss * L.or;s CZonversion Factor 4 Fixed Expense Load 

Once a PDF for the l.nsses has been created, t.he PDF for t.he swing rate 

i 55 automat i c:al I y created. Based on this FM, an expected rate, and 

hence, an expected premi urn, f:or each contract can be determined. 

Without a PDF for the locjses, it would hc very difficult. tc7 est.imate 

the expecxted rate for a given contract. The expected rat.e is not 

neceasar-i ly equal to the rate generated by applying the retrospective 

rat ing formula to the expected l,o!s;~~:a. For example, the e:,:I,:‘“C:tecl rate 
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for the ~~orltract in Exhibit T is 1.71X, or a premium of 82.9 million. 

The rate based on applying the swirly--rate formula to the expected losjs 

a* .B% is l.YO%(=.8%*1.254.S%), or a premium of 92.5 millian, a 

$400,000 diffc?rence in the indicated premium. 

Typically, the rc.:insr.tred pays premium using a provisional rate for a 

specified period r.)f: kime. At the end of that period, the t-ate is 

calculated using the %wing-rate formula. Although the provisional 

rate i r, usual 1 y set nc.:.tr the i nit.ial expected loeses fur the treaty, 

asi actual l'or~sx+s emerge ~.I'IR revised expectEd :losses may be 

~:,i!lni.~ican.t:ly different ,+r ~:rm the original expected. For thgse 

cor,tracts for which thtz rev.i!~!d expected ~O~;LXXZ are ice% than the 

original estimate, the ~rei risu?"er shocrl d set up a reserve for premium 

which is anticipated to be returned to the reins~-ed. 

Exhibit VI.1 ic, a repre!sentative listing c1.f some of the swing-rated 

treaties written by my company in the last three years. Co1 umn (1) 

lists the subject premium(my company's share) for each contract. 

Column (2) 1 i5t5 the c:ont.rac:tr.lal provisional rate. Column (3) lists 

the expected rate ,for each contract ~~wxI rzn the! latest review. The 

return rate 117 col.umn (4) is equal to the expsct6zd rate less the 

provisional rate. Pk is set tr.i zero if the di,ffcrence is positive 

since that would reprasant additional premium. Column (5) cwnverts 

the return rate into return premium. Column (6) is the additional 

rate and column (7) is the additional premium. 
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My r.lo,npar\y r’Pc:ier”E?s ,f:(.:!r’ t:hs return premium only. We do not take 

credit For potential add%l:innal premium on those swing--rated contracts 

that, are expec:ted to generate e r&e gre;ker than the provisional. 

The re!x~rve fCJr reta-n premium i!s included ill my company’e unearned 

premium re’:serve. In c:tt:her words, we do not recognize a.5 earned all 

the premium vepor-ted to us? a9 e,arned by our rei nsureds,, CJf course, as 

the actual premi urn for t.he%e c::ont.ract.f, ~?xceed t.he provi$ii,onal or the 

expected, we al low that premi.um to ,f low through as earned. We do not. 

establish a return premium reserve for treaties in prior years, since 

the premiums ,for those treaties are no l.onger reported at the 

provisional rate. They are now reported at. the devel.oped Irate, i.e. 1 

they are calculated by the swing-rate formula. 

Many rei nsut-ante contracts incl.ude a provi.sian for the reinsured to 

participate in the prufits of the contract. The pro+ i t sharing can hm 

through either a contingent profit. commizision or a s 1 i, d i n g r. c a 1 e 

commi 55i on I Roth of these mechanir;ms arc a function of the losses of 

the contract. As such, they are simply a different form of swi.ng 

rating with the provisional rate equal to the maximum rate. Since the 

final commission i5 a function a+ losses, t.t1e PDF’ c1.F the losses 

automatically creates a profit sharing FWF. Based on this PDF, an 

expected profit sharing amount ,For each contract can be determined. 

In addition, it i 5 possible to calculate a c:on+idence interval around 

the expected reserve. Exhibit VIII shows the calculation of t,hc: 

contingent profit commission for the same r-eln~sured as shown in 
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Exhibit I. The cont:ract i 3 praspectively rated with a c:ontinyer,t 

pro,fit commission rather than bej.ng swing--,rat@d. This set 0.f tG?rms 

doe:5 not include an MD. 

In a manner 5simil.x to that f:or determining the return premium +or 

swing-rated contracts, it is possible to cal.culi~te the reserve for- the 

profit-,-sharing contracts. The reserve is for- only those! treaties fnr 

which additional commis~inn must be paid to the reinrx\redEi. No 

recogn~,tion is given to any cammirssion which i5 expected to ho 

returned ta t.he r63insctrer. 

IAnal loc:ated Loss fidjustment Expense (LJl_AE) is a .function a+ ,the number 

r3.f claim ~filtizs that must be handled by the claims department. ThEI 

1JL.K reserve is a *unction of more than just those claims which 

ul. t i mate1 y become 1 OBS~B. Far most exce95 of losrj treaties, mo5t 

claim5 arc c:Io%ed without payment. by t.he reinrarer I IMany Cli3:ilW; arc? 

only precautinnary in nature, i, "62" 1 the current incurred amount is 

less than the contract ' 5 attachment point , but the potential exists to 

becrnme a I,nss to the r-einzur-er. Trt ~fact9 many reineurance contracts 

c,pc-ci+y when I:)r~!c~~i.ltiorial-y claim:> trtu~t be reported to the reinsurer. 
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historical r-atios of claims clnsed without payment to claims closed 

with payment, it is possible to estimate the expected number of claim 

F i I es to be hand].& by the claims department. The ULAE is then 

est.ablished as a fctnckion of the expected number of claim files. 

FUTURE: II~Fi'ECTlCINS __----._.,--"-.."" .._.." .--- -.,- 

Our company ha?; used a contract by contract rsview to set the bulk: of 

it5 casualty reserves for twct yearc. It has yet to us the portfolio 

PDF to set a confidence interval around the expected 'I except in a 

1 irnitE?d number of c::ac;eci. There are a number of reacjor\':ii +or t,his. 

Among them are: 
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any given point in the cycle since not all segments of the market 

respond equally to changes in the market. 

91 Since this analysis is used to initially price new contracts, this 

method can be used to establish the reserve for all the new business. 

Because no actual experience is available, the reserve for these 

.contracts has a large confidence interval around it. It may be 

appropriate to set the reserve for these contracts as samethiny 

greater than the expected value. The PDF is a guide to where the 

reserve should be set so that management is comfortable with the 

reserve. 

10) As stated above, a prababilistic confidence interval is a natural 

by-product of this method, This helps management understand the true 

volatility of the reserve estimate. 

11) The portfolio is split into the most homogenous groupings 

possible. In addition, assumptions are made at the individual 

contract level rather than at the portfolio level. Since we know a 

lot about the terms of an individual contract, and about the business 

subject to the treaty, it is easier to make assumptions at the 

individual contract level than at the portfolio level. For example, 

whether the cedant’s Allocated Loss Adjustment ExpenseCALAE) is 

considered as part of loss or is covered only in proportion to loss is 

difficult to determine at the portfolio level. However, the treatment 

of ALAE is known at the contract level. finother example is whether 

treaties are on a loss occurring during(i.e., accident year) basis or 
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on a risk attaching(i .e., policy year) basis. This is known at the 

treaty level, but the extent that the portfolio is one or the other 

can only be estimated. 

To the extent that there is no built-in bias in the pricing 

methodology, the impact on the overall indication of errors in 

assumptions at the treaty level will be damped. On the other hand, an 

error in assumptions at the portfolio level would impact the 

indication for the entire portfolio. Given the apparent randomness of 

the changes in expected losses shown in Exhibit IX, there does not 

appear to be any significant bias in the methodology. 

D;SADWNTAGES --------__--- 

1) This method of reserving is extremely time consuming. To reserve 

each contract, it is necessary to review the experience! treaty terms 

and underwriting information; check the accounting of the treaty; meet 

with the underwriters and claimsmen; etc. The time required can be 

reduced by reviewing only the largest treaties or by sampling. The 

time required may prevent a company from performing this kind of 

review more than once a year. Some other method must be used to check 

reserve levels between reserve reviews based on this method. 

21 The credibility of the indications of the individual contracts are 

difficult, if not impossible, to determine because of the 

subjectiveness of the PDFs. The PDFs are not rigorously, from a 
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mathematical sense, developed and, therefore, standard credibility 

measurements cannot be used. 

Despite the time required to perform a contract by contract review, X 

believe that the advantages mentioned above make it a worthwhile 

exercise. For any insurer to survive, it must know its book of 

business inside and out, This is doubly true for a reinsurer- 
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Insurance Conapny 
aty I 999999 
E Share: 0,05 

5ocooo exce55 500000 

Expected Preaiur Rates Expected Los5 + LRE Ratio 
Severity Severity 

VD 0 P VP h! VO n P VP 4v9 
‘quency Frequency 

vo 1.00% 1,00x !.Onz 1.m 1.00% VO 0.00% 0.002 ‘0.00% o.oo:! a.oo% 

0 1.00% 1.00% !.OO% 1.00% 1.00% 0 0.00% G,OOX 0.00% 25.00% 1.2sx 

P 1.00% 1.28% S&62% 5.00% 2.38% P 0.002 48.78% 68.97% 75.00% bl.SO% 

VP 1.91% 4.09% 5.00% 5.001 4.28% VP 59,022 70.23% 110.00% 145.00% 92.67% 

pv9 1.05% 1,271 2.25% 2.802 1,711 nv9 5.38% 31.07% 5b,67% 70.54% 46&l&% 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

UNLIHITED BURNING CDSTS AT ULTIRRTE LIRITED BURNIN COSTS AT ULTIMTE 
VD 0 P VP IV# 

Severity 175 225 300 350 2Sb Severity VO 0 P VP hv9 
Frequent Prob 10.0% 45.0% 40.0% 5.0% 106.0% Prob 10.0% 45.0% 40.0% 5.0% 100.0% 
hi 11 

VD 0.100 10,OY 1.75% 2,252 3.00% 3,502 2,5&t vo 10.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

0 0.150 45.0% 2.63% 3,387. 4.50% 5.25% 3.84% 0 45.0% 0.001 0.00% 0.00% 0.25% 0,OlZ 

P 0.250 40.0% 4,381 5.63% 7.50% 8.75% 6.41% P 40.0% 0.00% 0.62% 2.50% 3.75% 1.47% 

VP 0.350 5.0% 6,132 7.88% 10.50% 12.25% 8.97% VP LOX 1.12% 2.M 5.50% 7.25% 3.97% 

Bvq 0.195 100.0% 3.41% 4.392 5.85% 6.83% 5,004 

Additional Exposure Factor feg, Clash1 100.00% 

Avg 100.0% 0.06% O.S9% 1.27% 1.97% 0,792 

ing Parameters 
1.00% = Rin Rate 
2.50% + Prav Rate 
5,00X = Hax Rate 

125.00%.= Loss Conversion Factor 
0.50% = Fixed Expense Load 

S.OO% - Other U/W Expense 
10.00% = Coerission b Brokerage 

Loss Corridor fr 0.00% to 5.00% 
Rnnual 1055 Cap ttt4ttt4 

Expected Values [$000’s) JHRe 
100% Share 

Subject Preriua . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...167.425 Nb 
R/I Preriur ,~.‘I.I..I..I.I.....I.IIII.I.. 2,071 144 
Other U/W Expenses ..,..,.,...........,.,. 144 7 
Incurred Losses .I..,.....,............,,, 1,325 66 
Corn k Broke ..,....,.,.....,,..,,,.,.,,.I 287 14 
Underwriting GainlLossl I.I.I..o..I..,.I. 1,115 56 

I af Elairs to Treaty 4 ...m..I,I.,,,.I.,, 5.2 5.2 
Total I of Claiaslinc Loss Corrlt ,,,,,.,. 32.6 32.6 
Totals funded @ tlaxfRDRlP)=Ol . . . . . . . . . . . , 14.2 14.2 

* Assuaer avg 1055 256 
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Exhibit II 

Developrent of Portfolio Probability Distribution of Loss 
Surlary of Input Data for Siaulation 

Outcolie i 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 I4 15 16 

Treaty I 1 
Ftx(i-111 0.01 1.0% 6.0% 11.0% 14.5% 39.5% 42.5% 43.0% 60.5% 75.5% 78.0% 88.5% 09.5% 9180% 96.0% 99.5% 
Ftx(il1 1.02 6.0% 11.0% 14.5% 39.5% 42.5% 43.0% 60.5% 75.5% 70.0% 80.5% 89.5% 91.0% 96.0% 99.5% 100,0X 
BCU(i 1 1.5% 1.7% 1.0% 1,9X 2.0% 2.1% 2.1% 2.2% 2.32 2.5% 2.5% 2.6% 2.9% 2.9% 3.1% 306% 
#Clasfi I 5.2 5.0 b.l b.4 6.7 b I 9 7 . 2 7 * 4 7.7 8.4 0.5 0.7 9.6 9.6 10.6 12.0 

Treaty # 2 
F[xii-1)l 0.0% 0.5% 5.5% 8.0% 12.O% 37.0% 51.05 50.5% 73.5% 74.0% 74.5% 06.5% 91.5% 94.0% 90.0% 99.5% 
Ftlc(ill 0.5% 5.5% 0.0% 12,0x 37.0% 57.0% 50.5% 73.5% 74.0% 74.51 06.5% 91.5% 94.0% 90,OL 99.5% 100.0% 
BCUII 1 27.0% 2002% 29.3% 30.0% 30.6% 32.5% 33.0% 35.31 3b.02 3640% 37.5% 37.6% 39.0% 40.0% 45.O% 40.0% 
~Clas(1 I 55.4 57.0 bO.0 61.5 62.1 bb.7 69.2 72.3 73.0 73.0 7b.9 77.1 00.0 02.1 92.3 90.5 

Treaty # 3 
f:x(i-Ill 0.0% inO% 6.0% 9.5% 13.5% 33.5% 37.5% 51.5% 52.0% 72.0% 06.02 ER.O% 90.0% 91.0% 96.0% 99.5% 
F[x(ill 1.0% b,O% 9.5% 13.5% 33.5% 37.5% 51.5% 52.0% 72.0% 06.0% 00,0X 90.0% 91.0% 96.0% 99.5% iOO.O% 
BCU(i) 3b.3% 30.9% 40.7% 41.2% 44.1% 44,1X 46.2% 46.3% 47.3% 49.5% 5205% 56,3% 56.0% bO.92 63.8% 72.5% 
#Cl,s(i) 33.9 36.3 38.0 38.4 41.2 41.2 43.2 4302 44.1 4b,2 49.0 52.5 53.1 5609 59.6 b7.7 

Treaty II 4 
F[x(i-111 0.6% 1.0% b.Or 10.5% 33.0% 3b.X 40.5% 41.0% 56.8% 76.0% 77.3% 79.EX 02.0% 96.0% 97.0% 99.0% 
F[Xll)l l.O% 6.0% 10.5% 33.0% 36.5% 40.5% 4l.O% 56.03 76.0% 77.3% 79.0% #2.0X 96.0% 97.0% 99.0% 100.0% 
BCUki) 4.32 4.7% 4.7% 5.1% 5.3% 5.42 5.0% 588% 5.0% b.O% b.2% 6.5% 6.7% 7.1% 7.5% 0.0% 
lClnsri 1 11.3 12.1 12.2 13.1 13.9 14.1 15.0 15.0 15.2 1586 16.2 1609 17.3 10.5 19.5 20.8 

Treaty I 5 
F[x(i-Ill 0.0% 1.0% 5.5% ?.O% 13.5% 14.5% 34.0% 50.5% 54.5% 59,0% 77.0% 17.5% 91.5% 93.0% 97.0% 99.5% 
Ftxtitl l.oI 5.5% 9.0% 13,5% 14,5x 34.8% 5O.5Y. 54-z 59.0% 77.0% 77.5% 91.5% 93.8% 97,0% 99.5% 100.0% 
BCU(I) O,P% 1.0% 1.2% i.4% 1.4% 1.61 1.9% 2.1% 2.3% 2.3% 2.R 2.9% 3.1% 3.4% 3.0% 4.5% 
#Clasll) 4.1 4.b 5.7 b.b 4.7 7 I 4 9 . 1 9.9 10.7 11.1 13.2 13.6 14.0 16.1 10.1 21.4 

Treaty I 6 
F[n(i-:)I 0.0% 1,0X 6.0% 9.0% 13.5% 33.0% 34.0% 36.0% 50.0% 70.0% 71.0% 7580% 87.0% 92.0% 95.01 99.0% 
F[x(ill 1.0% b.O% 9.0% ;J,O% 33.OY. 34.R 3E.Ol 5o.p% 7O.OX 71.0% 75.0x 01.0% 92.0% 95,0x 99.0% 100,0% 
Bix(1 J 1.2% 1.31 1.65 1.0% 1.8% 2,0x 2.i% 2.2% 2.3% 2.62 2.7% 2.0% 2.0% 3.4% 3.5% 4.3% 
#C145(11 4.5 7,3 8.7 P.0 1O.O 10.9 1!.5 12-O 12.! 13.9 15.0 15.3 15.5 10.5 19.1 23.2 

Treaty # 7 
FIr(i-ill 0.0% 0.5% 5.5% 1.5% 0.5% 29.5% 33.5% 33.0% 54.O% 54.5% 70.52 75.5% 77.5% 93.5% 95.5% 99.5% 
FIx(i.1 0.5% 585% 7.i% 9.5% 29.52 33.5% 34.X 54,X 54.5% 70.5% 75.54 17.5% 93.5% 95,5% 99.5% 100.0% 
BCUII~ 9.3% 9.96 10.0% 1006% lO.CL 10.8% 11.3% 11.3% 11.4% 11.5% 12,0X 12,;:. :I.;% 13.0% 13.0% 13,E% 
Kim(i) 26.; 20.0 20.0 29.8 29.9 30.3 31.6 3i.E 32.1) 32.4 33.7 34.: 34.5 3b,4 36.5 36.7 
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Exhibit III 

Developrent of Portfolio PDF 

Result of One Iteration 

(1) (2) I.31 (41 (5) Check on Sisulation 
100% Randor Burning Reinsurer’s bverage Value5 from Pricing 

Subject Nutrber cost Share Incurred 100% Reinsurer’s 
Treaty 1 Preriur Ir) (BEtI) =(113x41 $ Clns Rvq Sev Share Incurred 

1 700,000 0,13765 1.9% 10% 1,320 0 2,075 10.0% 1,556 
2 50,000 0.20976 30,6X 25% 5,019 b9 244 25,0% 4,209 
3 50,000 0.90049 56.82 25% 7,105 44 535 25.0% 5,005 
4 18,000 0.23486 5.1% 25% 228 15 69 25.0% 255 
5 23,000 0.61318 2.3% 35% 109 10 49 3.0% ilb 
b 30,000 0.42729 2.2% 95% 627 12 55 95.0% b27 
7 70,000 0.66425 11.5% 23% 1,854 32 249 23.0% 1,833 

15,141 Expected Tota1 Lossikiclngi 14,535 

Expected Total Loss!Siaulationl !4,W 

Lotus ltatro for Simulation 

\s iuindonsoff!‘paneloff:ica:c1 
I~vt;re”strttime’ 
{goto>sial’ 
/fvscwim’* 
ifor cOunter,i,999,l,si#> 
:taic;/dsddistraI’pdlstval‘a’g 
iddd:l~.a;‘Cijt,~Lt’;cll;;I.ieep 3:. 
!paneIon~iwindowson! 

Sia trecalccol outsim1 
idoun) 
/rvsunsin”* 

Counter 1 

Percent Itlfference 

Consents 

-0.21 

0;5able SCreefl tD rpeed up macrc. 
Recxd riming tiae, 
6.t3 ixat;on t3 recor! iirst ItE’at.rrn 
Cop! vaice of :teration to 5i:rar;e lxat:o:, 
,DZp t~l-CfC$i $Q9 sxr icerat;rrs 
p,:e sirn-:atian 1s coap!c:ed, sort the iterations by sire. 
Theo calculate distribution as !n Exhibit IV). 
Enable screen again. 

Recalculate only the area under 
the heading ‘fiesuit of One Iteration.’ 
This speeds up the simulation--you don’t need 
to recalculate the entire worksheet for each iteration. 
Then move down one row to store result of that iteration. 

Keep track of number of iterations 

Finish O5:39:33 
Start 13:49:41 

Elapsed Tine 15:49:52 
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Exhibit IV 

+I- 
Std Dev 

Rround 
Mean 

-4 
-3.5 

-3 
-2.5 

-2 
-1,s 

-1 
-0.5 

0 
0.5 

1 
1.5 

2 
2.5 

3 
3.5 

4 
Above 4 

Total 

Aggregate Loss Distriution Around Hean 
Based on 1000 Simulations 

Incurred Loss Ram Siau!ated Total Loss 
Loner Upp;r Number 1 of Total Cumulative 
Limit Lilit In Range In Range Percent 

0 10,525 
10,526 11,056 
11,057 11,587 
11,588 12,lfB 
12,119 12,649 
12,650 13,181 
13,182 13,712 
13,713 14,243 
14,244 14,774 
14,775 15,305 
15,306 15,836 
15,837 16,368 
16,369 lb,099 
16,900 17,430 
17,431 17,961 
17,962 18,492 
18,493 19,023 

9 
2 
0 
0 
3 

38 
114 
229 
250 
187 
75 
42 
26 
20 

4 
1 
0 
0 

1000 

0.9% 0.9% 
0.2% 1.1% 
0.0% 1.1% 
0,0x 1.1% 
O,S% 1.4% 
3.8% 5.2% 

11.4% 16.6% 
22,9% 39,5% 
25.0% b4,5% 
18.7% 83.2% 
7.5% 90.7% 
4.2% 94.9% 
2.6% 97,5% 
2.0% 99,5% 
0.4% 99,9% 
0.1% lOO,O% 
0.0% 100.0% 
0.0% 100.0% 



Aggregate Loss Distribution 
Based on 1000 Simulations 

260 

240 

220 

200 

180 
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120 

100 
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Exhibit VII 

Due: Ezpect k-turn Return 
Pate Rate Rate Freeiris 

1. i’rw fiat? - Prcvls,cnal Rate a5 s~e:14ied iz treaty. 
2. Ex:ect Irate = Aver3ge Rate a5 :eterr!?ed ;r pric~lg/rcse:r,~q. 
3. ;:eti,r. :stc = Er, oe5t Fate - Frov Bate, if xgat.~ve, 
4. ;d! ; Fate = Expect fkte .. (r:..d Pate, i‘ pesitlve, 
5. Rrivrr keoitm f Return 9ate i SvbJect P;enlu~ 
6. lldd’. ?ren:un = bdd’l Rate t Subject Fre@iu% 
7, SlibjPCi ??lium refiects reInsurer’s share xi\. 
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ABC Irsurafice Coupany 
TVeaty I 999999 
JHRE Share: 0.05 

500000 ex:es.s 500000 

Expected Contingent Profit Expected Loss t LAE Ratio 
Severity Severity 

VI! 0 F VP fly9 VD D F VP 4 
Frequency FWqUWCy 

VU 0.91% 0.7X 9.60% 0.557. @.?K! vo ??.I?:! 37.502 5o.ooz bh.67r. 43.!3% 

0 0.69% 0.51% 0.22% 0.00% 0.39% 0 43.75% 56.25% 75,OOy. 100.00% 04.69% 

P 0.2G! 0.00% 0.00% 0*00x :).03X P 72.92% 93.75% 125,bOr. 166.67% 107,812 

VP 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.0~0% VP 102.06% 131.25:! 175.00% 233.33% 150.94% 

Avq 0.51% 0,312 O,!b% 0.032 0.25% Rvq 56,581 73m13% 97,50% 130000% 84.09% 

ttffif~fff~fff*~fi~ffff~fffffftf~ff~~tftfffftfff~f~~~fff~fffff~f~f~tff~~tffffftfffff~~tffi*~fffff~~~tf~~ffftfftft~ffffff~itf~ti~ttf 

UN:?t!!TED 80RNIN5 COSTS A! ULTIHRTE LINITED BURNING COSTS AT ULTIMT 
VD 0 P VP Av9 

Severity 175 225 300 400 259 Severity VD 0 P VP Av 
Freguenc Prob 10.01 45.02 40.~1:~ 5.0% 1oo.oz Prab 10.0% 45.0% 40,0x LOi! !@O. 

/$ailI 
vu 0.100 10.0% 1,752 2.25% :.OO% 4.30” 2.59% VO 10.0% 1.75% 2.25% 3,00x 4.00% 2.5 

0 0.150 45.0% 2.63% 3.50% 4.50% 6.00% 5.88% 0 45.0% 2.63% 3,391 4.50% 6.00% 3.8 

P 0.250 40.0% 4.30% 5.63% 7.50% !O.OO:! 6.47% P 40.0% 4.38% 5.63% 7.50% 10.00% 5,4 

VP 0.350 5.0% b.13% 7.EE% 10.50% 14,00% 9.062 

Avg 0.195 100.0% 3.41% 4.59% s,a5a !,EO% 5.05% 

Additiona! Exposure Factorieg, Ciash) lOO,OO% 

VP 5.0% b-132 7.68% 10.50% 14.00% 9,c 

Avg 100.0% 3,41% 4.39% 5.85% 7.80% 5-c 

Ratipq Paratieters 

6 “OZ = Offeped Ra’e , ” L . 

25.00% = Ccntingent Prcfit Commission: 
10.00% = R/I Ex;reese Rliorance 

5.002 = Other U/Y Expense 
!O.OO% = Commission h Brokerage 
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lens Corridor fro8 0.00% to 0.00% 
~snual Loss Cap tt+t*tt* 

Expected Values ($000’~) 
100% 

JHRI 
Shar: 

Subject Presiua ,......,.........,....,,.167,425 
RI! Premium *.~..I...,,,,,,.,.,..,*.,.,,,* 10,046 5 
Other U/W Expenses .......I.I....I,,I.I,,. 502 
!ncurred Losses I...I..I....,.I.I..~..I.,. 8,440 4 
Coma & Broke . ..I.I.I.,,,.,,I.I..I....,,,, 1,431 
Underwriting Gain(Lossl ,.....,.,.,....,,. (336) ( 

t of Claim to Treaty t I..*.*..........,. 32.b 32 
Total I of Clainslinc Loss Corrl a .IIII., 32.b 32 
Totals Funded @ Rax (RDRW)=O) . , , . , . , , . , , , 17.1 17 

+ Rssumes avg loss = 2 



Und, 
Year 

06 lbCO1 j:,,;GE 
66 I OO’Z :5,.1;1 
86 !C@(ij l,SOB,i’:j 
86 l&4 !.li:.i4;:: 
ah Ii’m 170,5x 
86 10096 231,539 
B5 :oo97 99: ,990 
86 1 !;i:iij:j 4h4,9E3 
Rb ! 304-7 687,09! 
6b 1 CC! i I) 7,433,X 
85 lOGi 5&5,032 
86 lGO12 66,221 
at 199lJ 39:,m 
86 :0014 i,‘i?,81; 
86 10015 192,548 
e5 1OOlb 89,936 
Eb lObi l,E%1,600 
86 10018 :,bb2.200 
86 10019 132,569 
86 10020 36&s? 
06 I Gb2 1 21,722 
ab fOO22 71,716 
Bb lOOX 3BO,Ob4 
06 lb924 542,500 
86 IO!!25 708, 759 
86 10026 1,488,163 

Total 

toss Rat10 

29,249,269 

82. I% 

Notes: 

t,,!41 
((1 ‘,?,.‘.I6 

2,.:!,4:: 
SG,O.~ii 

78.803 
13,642 
381;,C!M 
503,732 
3aa ,533 

7,Y38,3bS 
5,506,032 

60,467 
4!1,7!B 

:,7i;i,m 
144,411 
74,197 

2 i50 400 
3:s1s:000 

692,obb 
44,5b5 
31,371 
75,028 

446,832 
a40,ooo 
787,500 

1,337,463 

31,:30,504 

87.41 

-54.7% 
35.8% 

-Z?. 1:. 
26.3% 

!!6.5% 
81.2% 

i.2 

-7.7% 
76.at 
9.0% 
0.0% 
7.2% 

-4.4% 
-3 :) . . 
33.3% 
z1.22 

-12.5% 
-24.3% 
-80.8% 
-19.1% 
-30.8% 
-4.4% 

-14.9% 
-35.4% 
-10.0% 

il.;t 

-b.Q% 

1. The expected losses estisated in 1986 represent the ariginal estlnates 
underlying the pricing of each treaty at inception, 

2. The expected iosses estimated in 1987 represent the estimates generated 
using the latest inforaation avaIlable at the time of the latest reserve revier. 
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